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About This Game

After getting sad-drunk with a biker-wizard, you, the protagonist of our story, have woken up with a ghost in your bed! Her
ghostly tail is chained to your leg and she's just as scared as you are! You can shake and rattle and yell and kick and scream all
you like, but there's only one way to set the poor thing free. You've got to fall in love with her. The feeling doesn't have to be

mutual.

Is it worth it to fall in love with someone who will leave you? Did you ever have a choice in the matter? Can you at least try to
have some fun while it lasts? Or is it simply too hard to let go?

Features:
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Script from acclaimed VN writer Wilson Taylor

Art by Emily Suh

A touching romantic comedy with a dark, unexpected endgame

Expressive cast of characters

Unravel the mystery behind Pseudo's darkened past
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Welp, if you love deep-thinking novels, you are gonna enjoy this.

Recommend or Not Recommend, if I have to choose, I`m going with recommend.

The story has this bitterness of a broken love. Its like you wanted all of it to go well but seems like world doesn`t want it that
way. I had a lot of sighs here and there.

The heroine is a bit annoying(Hey, that`s my opinion don`t hit me) but very lovely.
The story has its own style(I think you`d better see it yourself).

This ain`t somekind of japanese doki-doki, light-headed love novel.
No H-scenes.
No laugh-bursting jokes.

But here you can find yourself loving a ghost lady.
That is what matters, really.. Extremely good video game. Theme of stagnation was particularly poignant for me. A little short
but easily worth the money.. Great Romance Visual Novel! The Game Plays like a supernatural romance.The Protagonist who
has a largely uneventful life one day meets a stranger that hears his qualms and somehow makes a contract between our
protagonist and a deceased spirit ghost.I love how this visual novel conveys love and juxtaposition in light of showing and giving
the protagonist lessons and experiences in a otherwise unexpected situation.Recommend this game.. good story
+good character design
+nice music
+++main character is easy to understand and very, human like
++-gut wrenching
=cheesy as ♥♥♥♥, both good and bad way
--bad looping of musick
--=+no ghost ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
---too little hours, to complete game, shortness of story that actually hurts
overall 7,9/10

one of these things is not like the others. Nice game overall I'll give it 7.5/10
The story progession is nice but, One thing I hate about this game was soundtrack, It doesn't fit in that much to the game mood
and tone in my opinion and sometimes I feels irritatate by them but the character design and story expression I'd say they did a
pretty good job on it, I'm gonna say it worth the price
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 If you love VN then go ahead and give this game a try, You would like it!. I get the feeling that whoever wrote this was drunk
out of their mind the entire time.. This is a beautiful game. The story line, while short, keeps you engaged through well placed
humor and wit without sacrificing any of the deeper seriousness to it. It probably took me around 4 hours to finish the entire
game, but for some reason steam stopped recognizing I was playing it after 30 minutes.
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Touching and heartfelt, a more emotional experience than I was expecting!
Get this now while it's on sale, it's 100% worth its price, you will not regret buying this beautiful story with great and relatable
characters!
9/10. I really liked the story. I don't usually end up reviewing games, but I had to leave a positive note for this one. I simply
couldn't not finish it. I kept going " a little bit more" every 15 minutes or so until finishing a playthrough a full 2 hours past
when I normally go to bed. (Work the next day was not fun, but worth it.)
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